Memorandum

To: BRETT KAVANAUGH
From: SA
Subject: FOSTER CORPSE CHAIN OF CUSTODY

Date: 3/10/95

The following chronology denotes relevant times and observations regarding the locations of Vincent Foster's body:

7/20/93

(13:10) Foster is observed leaving the White House. According to Dr. Hirsch, from strictly a forensics pathology viewpoint, the time of death can not be narrowed any further than this time; it is possible that Foster drove directly to the park from here and immediately killed himself.

(14:45- 15:05) [ ] observes a vehicle similar in description to Foster's abruptly turn into Ft. Marcy Park. [ ] can not positively identify this vehicle as Foster's, due to the license plate on Foster's vehicle.

16:15- 16:30) Patrick Knowlton describes a small brown foreign car with Arkansas license plates in the Ft. Marcy parking lot. Knowlton also described a suit jacket and briefcase inside of the car.

(17:00 +/-) Judy Doody identifies Foster's vehicle parked in the Ft. Marcy parking lot.

(1730- 1745) Doody identifies a vehicle believed to be the CWS in the Ft. Marcy parking lot. The driver gets out of the vehicle, walks around, returns to the vehicle and drives away. This vehicle is in the parking lot for approximately 10- 15 minutes.

(1750 +/-) CW talks with Swann and Stough.

(17:59:59) Swann calls 911 (Fairfax County Public Safety Center).

(18:02:26) Fairfax County Public Safety Center calls Fairfax Fire Department for ambulance.
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